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FOOTBALL ENDS 
SEASON 14-1 
Watson waves to the crowd despite a 45-40 loss. 
Allison Daniel 
Sports Editor 
Clemson was a seven 
point underdog entering 
the National Championship 
game against Alabama, and 
almost every analyst and 
expert expected the Tigers to 
be crushed 'by the Crimson 
Tide. However, Clemson 
defied expectations and played 
Alabama with everything they 
had, keeping the game alive 
until the very last play. 
The first quarter opened 
with each defensive line 
showing why they are the best 
of the best, and it wasn't until 
almost eight minutes into the 
game that Derrick Henry ran 
for a 50 yard touchdown to 
put Alabama up 7-0. Clemson 
quickly put two scores on the 
board, both were passes to 
Hunter Renfrow and the first 
quarter closed with a 14-7 
Clemson lead. 
In the second quarter, 
both offenses struggled to find 
'I 
the end zone. Henry eventually 
dove in for a touchdown from 
the 1 yard line to tie the game 
again at 14-14. A missed 
Clemson field goal in the last 
seconds of the second quarter 
meant a tied game going into 
the second half. 
The third quarter went 
back and forth as both teams 
battled in the trenches, 
which Head Coach Dabo 
Swinney predicted in a pre­
game interview. O.J. Howard 
caught a pass from Jake Coker 
after a blown coverage in 
the opening minures of the 
second half thanks to an injury 
to Clemson's star corner, 
Mackenzie Alexander. Greg 
Huegel cut Alabama's lead 
to 21-17 with a completed 
37-yard field goal. Wayne 
Gallman, who fought hard 
all night long, ran for a 
touchdown to give Clemson 
back the lead, which rhey 
carried into the fourth quarter. 
That's when the 
upset occurred. 
Afrer an Alabama field 
goal, which tied things back up 
at 24-24, Alabama pulled out 
a surprise onside kick which 
Clemson was unprepared for. 
This gave Jake Coker and 
Alabama a short field to work 
with and Howard caught his 
second touchdown pass of the 
night to put the Tide up 31-
24. Another Huegel field goal 
put the Tigers right back in the 
game, but the ensuing kickoff 
was returned by Kenyan Drake 
for a 95-yard touchdown. 
Alabama was leading 38-27 
at that point, but proving 
he would play until the last 
second, Deshaun Watson 
connected with Artavis Scott 
for a touchdown to make the 
score 38-33 after the failed two 
point conversiori. As the final 
seconds ticked off the clock, 
Henry rushed for another 
touchdown to seal Alabama's 
victory. Or so it seemed. With 
12 seconds left, Watson threw 
yet another touchdown pass to 
Jordan Leggett to cut the Tide's 
lead to five points. 
Unfortunately for the 
Tigers, the onside kick failed 
and Alabama was able to take 
a knee and clutch Nick Saban's 
fifth National Championship 
victory. 
The game was closer 
than the majority of experts 
believed, indicating that 
though Clemson w;is an 
underdog, they didn't play 
that way. Undoubtedly, 
it proved to be one of the 
more entertaining National 
<;hampionships of recent 
years with both teams leaving 
everything on the field. 
The Tigers will be back in 
action next fall when they 
take on Auburn on 
opening weekend. 
Thousands of fans cheer on the Clemosn tigers at the National Championship game in Glendale, Arizona. 
ONE OF THE BEST: 
How Clenison niade this 
season a triuniphant one 
Jack O'Reilly 
Contributor 
This football season 
has been nothing short of 
incredible for anybody in the 
Clemson family. Whether 
you're a new freshman 
or a grizzled senior, a fan 
that survived the Tommy 
Bowden era or one that's 
known no other coach than 
Dabo Swinney, this Clemson 
football team has won 
more games and done so 
more dramatically than any 
Clemson team you've been a 
part of before. 
We may have lost 
tonight, but your Tigers 
ought to be commended for 
the success they had on the 
field and be remembered as 
the amazing young men they 
were off the field. This young 
team was predicted to fail in 
the preseason by seemingly 
every national news outlet 
because of the talent lost 
after the 2014 season. When 
they didn't fail, as the wins 
kept piling . up, they were 
denounced ·as ihe products of 
an easy conference. When they 
beat Notre Dame on national 
television in a nearly biblical 
rain storm, commentators, 
seemingly unaware that 
Clemson roo played with a 
wet football, blamed the rain 
for Notre Dame's loss rather 
than call Clemson a victor. 
By the time the playoffs 
arrived, the nation's No. 1 
team was an afterthought. 
Though the commentators 
were forced by our 12-0 mark 
to admit Clemson had some 
modicum of talent and ability, 
they dismissed our chances 
against the great Baker 
Mayfield and his Big XII 
Champion Sooners. So what 
that Oklahoma's "marquee" 
victories were against teams 
with their backup or third 
string quarterback? So what 
they didn't play a conference 
title game, as every other 
conference champion had to? 
They'll still beat Clemson! 
Clemson's in the ACC, they're 
not real champion material. 
The week leading up to this 
National Championship game 
had all the same talk, except 
Oklahoma was replaced by 
Alabama, and "Clemson will 
lose" became "Clemson will 
be destroyed." 
But Clemson wasn't 
destroyed. 
It ultimately came down 
to a momentum shift brought 
on by a surprise onside kick 
by Alabama. As expected, it 
was a battle in the trenches 
and, unfortunately Clemson 
came up short. However, it 
should be noted that these 
Tigers did not give up until 
the very last second, and that 
is something to be proud of as 
a community. 
This has been an 
unbelievable season to be 
a part of, in whatever way 
students are a part of these 
things. We'll always remember 
that night on the Hill against 
Notre Dame, how the shoes 
we wore will never be the 
same, how we desperately 
watched chat game dock 
tick so slowly towards zero in 
the fourth quarter, and how 
jubilantly we stormed the 
World War 1-esque muddy 
slop known as Frank Howard 
Field after Kizer was slammed 
down at the one yard line. 
We'll remember the 
contrast between the silence 
after Dalvin Cook's 75-yard 
run on the second play of the 
game and the unimaginable 
roar emitted after he was 
demolished by Ben Boulware 
on fourth and two. 
We lost tonight, and it's 
hard to see how we're going 
to be able to think back on 
this season fondly after the 
crushing disappointment 
of losing a National 
Championship. But I assure 
you that this team will be 
back next season better than 
ever, this season we've been 
lucky enough to witness 
will be and deserves to be 
remembered as one of the 
greatest in Clemson history, 
and we can all be proud ofour 
OF THE SEASON 
Ashley Hodge 
Contributor 
5. Wayne Gallman plows 
over Appalachian State 
defender. Gallman bulldozed 
over a Mountaineers 
defender into the end zone 
for a·touchdown. 
4. Kevin Dodd sacks 
Louisville quarterback with 
30 seconds to go in the game. 
This forced the Cardinals 
out of field goal range and 
left quarterback Bolin to 
attempt an unsuccessful Hail 
Mary pass. 
3. Shaq Lawson and Ben 
Boulware stop FSU's Dalvin 
Cook on 4th and 1 with 
minutes left in the game. 
This was a huge stop for 
the Clemson defense with 
minutes left in the game. 
The Seminoles were unable 
to come back from this and 
ended their three-year streak 
of ACC division champions. 
2. Teasdall's fake punt 
against Oklahoma. Teasdall 
threw to Wilkins for a 31 
yard catch and two plays 
later the Tiger's would take 
the lead. This play brought 
the momentum the team 
♦ 
needed to take control 
of the game and win the 
Orange Bowl. This play also 
allowed Teasdall to redeem 
himself for a failed fake 
punt attempt in the ACC 
Championship game against 
North Carolina. 
1. Ben Bouwlware and 
Carlos Watkins stop Notre 
Dame two-point conversion. 
The game was 24-22 and 
Notre Dame needed to tie 
up the game. This stop 
halted the Irish momentum 
and sealed the win for 
the Tigers. 
il; 
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GUNS 6MENTAL HEALTH 
Local sheriffs weigh in on Obama's 
STllMPHOUSB TUN 
CCon,tlnuea tfiil otn•t tide executive actions for gun control 
tumpllousc Taanel wa,
we,te,-a1no1t tunnel of 
three: Mt!Jdle Tun••I 
1/2 ml. SB and Sad4I Justin Lee Campbell Mental Health (DMH), 17 with a serious mental illness," own at least one firearm. "The
Tunnel '1fa1 f $/,t ml, 
News Editor community-based, outpatient who are actually over 10 times Air Rifle Team is proud ofIt• longed scct1011 
tanel fl 1,600' Jo mental health centers serve more likely than the general our right to bear arms," said
litfh, aad J7' wld Two Upstate sheriffs recently about 100,000 patients annually. population to be victimized by president of the Clemson Aird Ill J459 
addressed the effectiveness This averages to nearly 6,000 violent crime. Rifle Team (ARTI Rachel M. 
of President Obama's new patients per center. Anderson­ "I would agree with Mangan. ART focuses on 
executive actions for gun Oconee-Pickens Mental Health those statistics," said Skipper, marksmanship, safety training 
regulation. Speaking to the Center (AOPMHC) has four clarifying his comments to the and compeunons. Mangan 
Anderson Independent Mail locations for an area with a total Independent Mail. said that ART supports firearm 
regarding the provision for population of 388,000 people Approximately 4.5 percent safety "by visiting multiple 
background checks, Pickens (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). ofSouth Carolinians suffer from high schools every semester 
County Sheriff Rick Clark said, Funding plays a crucial role in a serious mental illness, which to train their teams in safe 
"I don't think it's going to help providing access to any public is higher than the national shooting skills." 
like he thinks it is." Although service. A 2014 DMH report average and totals over 200,000 Chief Hendricks of the 
Anderson County Sheriff John shows that between 2009 and people. Skipper reiterated, Clemson University Police 
Skipper expressed support for 2012, state appropriations "mental health is a problem Department noted that onA delicious universal background checks, he to DMH decreased by we need to address," but that campus safety is a top priority 
is skeptical toward the impact of approximately 40 percent. he wouldn't "put the mental and possession of a firearm 
such laws on the black market. Though its budget increased by health world into that category on campus is a felony in SC. 
The president's actions 44 percent between 2012 and [of violent criminals)." However, individuals withwager 
were formed in response to 2015, the DMH still received Gun violence in SC Concealed Weapons Permits 
over 100,000 deaths due to less in funding in 2015 than compared to national statistics can legally possess firearms on 
Jessica Osher in Stumphouse Mountain gun violence since 2005 and in 2009. indicate more variability. In campus if they "remain inside 
Contributor Tunnel. The legend and congressional inaction on Anderson County Sheriff 2013, the number of gun an attended or locked motor 
folklore in the Blue Ridge expanding background checks. John Skipper echoed Clark homicides in SC was 47 vehicle and is secured in a closed 
Clemson University Mountains, which is well "[T]he President continues to in saying that changes to percent higher than in the glove compartment, closed 
Dean of Libraries, Maggie known throughout South call on Congress to pass the background checks would not U.S., which makes SC the console, closed trunk, or in a 
Farrell, challenged Carolina, maintains that kind of commonsense gun prevent school shootings and fourth deadliest state for gun closed container secured by an 
University of Alabama star-crossed lovers and safety reforms supported by more focus needs to be placed homicide. From 2012 to 2015, integral fastener and transported 
Dean of Libraries, Dr. Don pioneers' dreams led to the a majority of the American on mental health and treating there was an approximately in the luggage compartment of 
Gilstrap, to a wager on building of a railroad in people," says a whitehouse.gov substance abuse. 44 percent increase in funding the vehicle." 
the outcome of Monday's this spot. In Stumphouse fact sheet, noting that legislation However, the correlation forSCDMH. Sheriff Skipper, who 
National Championship Mountain Tunnel, a is also necessary to address gun between mental illness and Despite the funding teaches Concealed Weapons 
game. "Clemson University Clemson A&M professor violence. The actions include violent crime is nearly z.ero. The increase, SC has risen from Permit (CWP) classes,
Libraries are incredibly realized the potential of requiring all gun dealers to U.S. Department ofHealth and the 18th to the 11th deadliest advises the public to get
proud of our athletes," curing blue cheese, and the obtain a license and conduct Human Services (HHS) states, gun state. some form of gun-safety 
said Dean Farrell regarding Clemson University Cheese background checks; hiring 200 "Most people with mental Gun ownership is popular training when they buy
the importance of the Research Project was born. ATF agents and investigators to illness are not violent and only in SC. A study in the journal a gun. For information 
National Championship. As for the University of better enforce current gun laws; 3%-5% of violent acts can be Injury Prevention found that on CWP classes, visit 
Although Farrell and her Alabama's barbecue sauce, and directing the Departments attributed to individuals living 44 percent ofSouth Carolinians http://www.sled.sc.gov/.
colleagues appreciate the John "Big Daddy" Bishop of Defense, Justice and 
athletic prowess of Clemson opened the first Dreamland Homeland Security to research,
footballers, they are also Cafe in Tuscaloosa in 1958, develop and promote new 
proud of "how they conduct the same year that Paul gun technology. 
themselves, demonstrating Bryant began coaching. Big Arguing that Obama's 
that strength of character Daddy wanted to support proposals for background checks
is the most important his family outside of brick will fall short of their intended
muscle to develop." With masonry and got down on his effects, Pickens County Sheriff 
confidence in the Tigers, knees to pray for guidance. Rick Clark said, "We're fooling 
Farrell looked for a way to According to legend, God ourselves if we concentrate on 
pump up her fellow fans told him in a dream that new gun laws and ignore the 
and thought that a friendly night that he should build problem ofmental health.". 
wager would exhibit the a cafe on the land by his One of Obama's executive 
entire Clemson community's home, which Big Daddy actions is to invest $500 million 
belief in the team. took to heart. The famous to improve mental health care. 
Collaboration has always ribs, sauce and friendly Because Congress approves
been key for Dean Farrell, service are now known funding via appropriations 
so it was only natural for throughout Alabama bills during the budget
her to reach out to Alabama and Georgia. process, the measure may need 
in order to celebrate both "While this is a serious congressional approval. 
teams' accomplishments. competition, it is also a According to the South The Air Rifle Team is proud ofour right to bear arms," said president of Clemson 
Turning to two celebration of collegiate Carolina Department of Air Rifle Team, Rachel M. Mangan.
traditions that the colleges sports," said Farrell on the 
and their teams are proud importance of friendly 
of, the Deans' wager interaction in the face of 
includes blue cheese and compet1t10n "The library 
barbecue sauce. If ~ lemson wager . . . demonstrates that 
had won the national title, academic units support Fourth deadliest state for gun homicide Tuscaloosa's Dreamland their teams and national 
Bar-b-que Restaurf~ will accomplishments." Farrell 
send their famous b\ rbecue agrees that competition Gun hom.icide was 4 7% higher than national average 
sauce to Clemson Libraries. between Clemson and 
Alabama's win means that Alabama definitely exists 
Farrell will send Clemson's but says the friendly 50th state for fatal domestic violence against women committed with a gun 
own blue cheese along with wager reminds students 
blue cheese dressing to the and fans that these 
Alabama Libraries. universities share the same From 2004-2013, 20% more people were killed than all US combat deaths in Iraq 
Both foods have deep mission to educate. and Afghanistan
roots in their respective Despite Farrell's 
communities. Clemson confidence in the Tigers, Rate of police fatally shooting civilians was 30% higher than national average 
University Blue Cheese has she will be sending 
been produced since 1941, Clemson's blue cheese to 
where it was first cured victor Alabama. Information compiled from Center for American Progress 
CLEMSON MAKES CONNECTIONS THROUGH 
WOMEN'S VETERANS COFFEE 
Charlotte Long will continue to meet the Researchers at Clemson injuries, women veterans entering the service, the explained what life was 
Contributor first Tuesday if every month Recreational Therapy are also face Post Traumatic experiences they have while like while serving and 
as part of the Women's working to help women Stress Disorder (PTSD), serving and the setbacks and described what the life of a 
Clemson University's Veterans Coffee group from veterans find a "new depression and anxiety. opportunmes they faced veteran entails. 
rich military history began 9:00 a.m. to 10: 15 a.m. normal." Brent Hawkins, a Moving Image Research after returning to civilian As the voice of 
when it opened as an all­ in the Union Starbucks. faculty member of Clemson Collections (MIRC) also life. After producing the women veterans is heard, 
male military school in According to Clemson's Recreation Therapy, said, recognizes this struggle documentary, Ciesielski it is important for them 
1893. With 46,700 female event calendar, the meeting "Injured female veterans are among women veterans and and Gardner continued to be surrounded by a 
veterans in South Carolina, is "open to students, faculty a largely hidden population," has created two distinct sharing the stories of women group of supporters and 
Clemson is introducing a and staff - whether you are which can be seen in the projects to help their voices veterans with a project called fellow veterans. Women's 
practical way to acknowledge in the service, a veteran or a amount of women veterans be heard. Through MIRC, ''Always Coming Home." Veterans Coffee is one of 
their bravery as well. With supporter - all are welcome!" who feel as if they do not Amy Ciesielski and Hunter They interviewed over the many ways Clemson 
its first meeting Tuesday, Women veterans are have a way to cope with Gardner made the film 500 women veterans who is honoring its military 
Jan. 12, a casual gathering of also supported in other ways reintegrating into day-to-day "Soldier Girl" to explain the reflected on their reasons history and those who 
military-connected women by Clemson University. life. In addition to physical diverse motives of women for entering the service, have served. 
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Resourcesfor sexual assault at Cle1nson 
Kelly Colwell 
Asst. News Editor 
A study conducted in 
2010 by faculty in Public 
Health Sciences and Redfern 
Health Center reported that 
about 20 percent of first-year 
female students at Clemson 
University are sexually victimized. 
The Association of American 
Universities (AAU) found similar 
results from its 2014 campus 
survey: 23.1 percent of female 
undergraduate students across the 
nation reported being sexually 
assaulted. However, over half of 
victims involving "even the most 
serious incidents (e.g., forced 
penetration) say they do not 
report the event because they do 
not consider it 'serious enough."'. 
One resource at Clemson 
for sexual assault victims is the 
Office of Community and 
Ethical Standards ( OCES), 
which is in charge of the campus 
student discipline program. The 
OCES staff investigates alleged 
violations of student regulations, 
coordinates cases with the review 
board and handles confidential 
discipline records. 
Clemson's published crime 
statistics shows that there were 
two forcible sex offenses reported 
in 2012 and 12 in 2015. In a 
round table discussion for Dr. 
Bruce King's psychology 3060 
class, or Human Sexual Behavior, 
OCES said that the number 
of reported sexual assaults on 
campus has risen over the past 
three years because students 
"have more trust in the system" 
and "feel they can come forward." 
To receive federal funding 
for programs and activities, 
Clemson abides by Title IX of 
the Education Amendments Act 
of 1972, which prohibits schools 
from discriminating based on 
sex. The law also considers 
sexual harassment a type of 
sex discrimination. Access and 
Equiry says that sexual assault 
is included in the definition of 
sexual harassment. 
"We need to educate our 
campus on the process of Title 
IX so that there are no questions 
about our policy on sexual 
harassment," said Jerry Knighton, 
Clemson's Title IX coordinator. 
Clemson provides the online 
Title IX training course "Think 
About It" to educate students, 
faculry and staff. "While it is 
not a required, we strongly 
encourage all returning students 
( undergraduate and graduate) to 
take the course," says Clemson's 
Title IX webpage. 
Knighton explained that the 
university's mandatory reporting 
policy requires any Clemson 
employee who has received 
knowledge of a sexual assault 
must report it to OCES. Victims 
who report an assault by a student 
can call the Office ofCommunity 
and Ethical Standards at 656-
0510. If the alleged assailant is 
not a student, the victim can call 
the Office of Access and Equiry 
at 656-3181. 
"If you don't want to report, 
you can go to CAPS," advised 
Knighton. One program is CU 
CARES Relationship and Sexual 
Violence Services. The Redfern 
Health Center says that sexual 
assault victims can "contact CAPS 
for crisis intervention, advocacy 
services and referral information 
following an incident." Students 
may receive individual and/ 
or group counseling or referral 
to an outside provider. Victims 
of sexual assault may contact 
Redfern Health Center at 864-
656-1294 or 864-656-245 l. 
A third parry site for 
reporting sexual assaults is 
projectcallisto.org. Jessica Ladd a 
student at Pomona College and 
a sexual assault victim, created 
Castillo to make the reporting 
process less stressful. "I went 
through the reporting process 
and found it disempowering and 
JUSTIN LEE CAMPBELL/ News Editor 
Multiple dogs filled the T. Ed Garrison Arena for the CKC's dog show. 
Clemson Kennel Club 
hosts annual dog shows 
Saavon Smalls 
Associate Editor 
With only afew minutes lefr 
to go, the canine contestants are 
prepped with finishing touches. 
Nails filed, hair trimmed and 
teeth whitened, these competitors 
are ready to put on the show 
of their lives. Each participant 
circles their breed-specific arena, 
smiling at the audience. With 
determination, the owners stand 
beside their dogs, confident 
in their abiliry to win the 
grand prize. 
Jan. 8-10 marked the 
American Kennel Club's Agility 
Dog Show. Sponsored by 
Clemson's own branch of the 
organization (CKC), the 39th 
and 40th shows have been held 
in the T. Ed Garrison Arena, 
typically used for equestrian 
shows and rodeos. 
Clemson Kennel Club, a 
non-profit organization, uses 
proceeds from the shows for 
charities that are aimed towards 
helping dogs in need. 
"Last year, we donated 
$1,000 worth of dog food to 
Pickens, Oconee and Anderson 
Counry animal shelters with the 
parking money that we acquired," 
said Brian Jones, the association's 
president and 25 year volunteer. 
In reference to Clemson's popular 
rent-a-puppy program, Jones 
said that the CKC supports 
and encourages socializing dogs 
and specifically mentioned the 
importance introducing dogs to 
children. Jones also mentioned 
CKC's donation to local police 
departments hot-and-pop 
systems which electronically 
open police car doors for dogs 
when the temperature becomes 
too hot. This system can serve a 
secondary role, as with one police 
officer, who, when anacked by 
multiple assailants, was able to 
use the system to open the doors 
for his canine partner. The police 
dog saved the officer and stopped 
the anack. 
Many members of the 
Clemson Kennel Club and 
participants of the American 
Kennel Club have been involved 
for over a decade in both 
volunteer work and dog shows. 
Reggie Moorhead has been a 
member ofthe CKC for 30 years. 
Moorhead, who said he was four­
and-a-halfhours up the road, but 
"definitely a Tigers fan," raises 
Australian Shepherds and comes 
to the competition annually. 
Moorehead entered his dog, 
Little Bear, into the competition 
forbest breed. 
Other dedicated members 
included Wendy Eldridge, who 
also owns an Australian Shepherd 
named Sirius Black and breeds 
mostly working dogs. Eldridge 
spoke with pride about her 
20-year-old history showing 
dogs, and Sirius' first participation 
in American/Clemson Kennel 
Club shows. Angel Martin, with 
canine participant Finnegan, an 
English Golden Retriever, noted 
the caliber of AKC dog shows, 
commenting that to show and 
win at this level is "premier." The 
events themselves are subdivided 
by breed and type, including best 
in breed and owner-handling. 
Ultimately, the CKC wants 
the general public to be more 
aware of the responsibiliry of 
owning a dog. "The biggest 
thing that the Clemson Kennel 
Club tries to do is to educate," 
said Jones. "It's all about 
responsible dog ownership. 
A dog is not an impulse buy. 
You take your kid to the jockey 
lot and you see a cute puppy. 
Remember that the puppy will 
grow up ... You have to think 
it through." 
[re-traumatizing]," said Ladd. 
"I started thinking about what 
would have been helpful." 
Students can fill out a form 
on their school-specific Castillo 
website to record the assault 
and save it with a timestamp "at 
any time of day or night from 
anywhere and push a bunon," 
said Ladd. Ifa student believes his 
or her school would benefit from 
Callisto, he or she can suggest the 
school on Callisto's website. 
Student Advocates for 
Empowerment (SAFE) is 
another resource at Clemson 
for sexual assault victims. Made 
up of faculry, staff and graduate 
student trained volunteers, SAFE 
advocate for or advise students 
involved in the student conduct 
process. SAFE is available for any 
student who is "a victim of harm 
to person, sexual harassment, or 
sexual misconduct infractions of 
the student code of conduct... " 
and can be contacted at 
864-656-0510. 
Clemson University Police 
Department is available at 
864-656-2222. If you have an 
emergency, please call 911. 
If a student believes 
his or her school would 
benefit from Callisto, he or 
she can suggest the school on 
Callisto's website. 
Clemson students brought back or said goodbye to their pets after break. + 
Seniors/ & 
Graduates Underclass 
Yearbook 
GRADUATION 2016 
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS 
Dates: Tuesday, January 12th through 
Saturday, January 16th, 2016 
Tue & Thu: 11 am - 2 pm & 3 pm 7pm 
Wed & Fri: 9 am - 1 pm & 2 pm - 5pm 
Saturday: 9 am - 2 pm 
Location: Edgar Allen Brown University 
Union Loggia 
Basic yearbook sitting is free with up to 4 poses! 
- Long sleeves & solid colors look best 
- Check your nails as your hands will show in several poses 
- Apply concealer or powder to minimize blemishes & shine 
- Style your hair in comfortable style & cut one week before your session 
- Bring a comb or brush 
- Cap and gown will be provided 
To sign-up for your portrait appointment: 
Please go to www.thorntonstudio.com and click on "Schedule Portrait Sitting" 
School Code: 03425 
or call 800-883-9449 or see the photographer Tuesday, January 12th, 2016 
t 
- - -
WHAT COSBY'S ALLEGATIONS DO TO 
''THE COSBY SHOW-'-' 
H 
Saavon Smalls 
Associate Editor 
Name every 
television show that 
showcases a black family 
as the lead. 
Shorten that list to 
ones with a strong, non­
misogynistic patriarch 
who didn't die before 
the series finale. Narrow 
the list again to the 
shows where said lead 
family's breadwinners 
aren't maids, janitors or 
*insert other low-paying 
jobs without a required 
education here.* I'll give 
you a minute. 
You may be lucky 
ro have about four or five 
in your mind. Finally, 
narrow chat list to any 
non-spinoff show before 
the 1990s. What do 
you get? 
If you guessed 
"The Cosby Show," 
congratulations, you've 
won. But there isn't 
a prize - only the 
painfully awkward 
recognition that there 
is a lack of shows that 
feature prominent 
families to whom the 
black community 
can relate, and the 
discomfort with the 
reality of its star's current 
legal proceedings. 
"The Cosby Show," 
however, was one of 
the first shows to set 
the precedent for the 
movement towards a 
more diverse silver-
MollyWike 
Outlook Editor 
Since the release of 
the Nedlix docu-series, 
"Making a Murderer," 
thousands of Americans 
have been in an uproar 
over the potential 
corruption of the state 
judicial system . 
For rhose unaware, 
the series presents 
evidence which proves 
chat the titular murderer 
Steven Avery was not 
in fact guilty of rape 
after he had served 18 
years in prison. After his 
exoneration, Avery was 
arrested and convicted 
of the murder of twenty­
five year-old Teresa 
Halbach. The docu-series 
presents the case and its 
outcome as a possible 
result of local and state­
wide corruption. The 
reaction of the viewing 
public has been to view 
the judicial system in 
Wisconsin as one that 
lacks integrity. 
However, I believe 
that it is extremely 
important to view 
each individual case 
as a unique and self­
contained situation and 
find adequate evidence 
before making such a 
strong claim. 
screen. Featured in New 
York City, the Huxcables 
seemed to have it all: 
two married parents, 
both in the professional 
workforce with their 
own businesses, and five 
children who loved one 
another. What certainly 
set "The Cosby Show" 
apart from other beloved 
American sitcoms was 
the Huxtables' desire to 
acknowledge their black 
roots through musical 
and historical references, 
attendance to (attention 
to?) HBICs and episodes 
highlighting the 
family's involvement in 
the NAACP. 
Heightened by its 
diversity, the show paved 
the way for the popular 
spin-off "A Different 
World," along with more 
recent hits, including 
"The Fresh Prince of Bel­
Air," "Family Matters" 
and "Black-ish." With 
the combination of 
the family's three-
generational issues and 
huge guest appearances, 
the show soon found 
itself at the forefront 
of America's discussion 
of the best TV families 
and shows. 
However, you 
can now (debatably) 
subtract the show from 
chose discussions. 
After Bill Cosby's 
recent charges of sexual 
assault and accusations 
from over 50 women, 
the show seems to have 
"MAKING AMURDERER" 
An opinion on the judicial system, 
This case should himself, Sheriff Robert found on the hood latch system is already under 
undoubtedly be settled Hermann states chat of Halbach's vehicle, such intense scrutiny, it 
in a region other than while the Netflix handcuffs and leg would be foolish to frame 
Wisconsin so that there series covers some key shackles found in Avery's a man who was proven 
can be unbiased jurors elements of the case, bedroom, Halbach's innocent simply to 
present. If it is rashly it doesn't tell the full cell phone and camera prove a point. The time 
assumed that Avery was story. Sheriff Hermann found burnt in a burn and effort it would take 
framed for a second stated, "This film shows barrel and her DNA to frame the same man 
time, justice for Halbach only three to maybe found on a bullet from twice seems excessive. 
and her family will not four hours of courtroom Avery's gun. However, the facts that 
be served. The falsity of for Steven Avery, and Sheriff Hermann's lead many to believe that 
the original conviction you're talking a trial that points are valid , and Avery was framed pose 
makes it imperative that lasted approximately six he does insist chat additional questions. 
the judicial system have weeks, so there is a lot additional investigation For instance, 
DNA evidence against of evidence missing." He should cake place. county police were 
Avery that quells the goes on to list evidence: I would think that barred from entering 
claim that Avery could Avery's 
have been framed . 
This evidence r - - -
must be proven 
to be collected I 
according to I 30procedure by I 
the investigators 
assigned to do so. If I 
sweat DNA because 
exonerated by 
DNA evidence 
this can be proven, I prisoners have 
then the state of 
I been exoneratedWisconsin can 
present a justified I compensated., the case fromfrom SC prisons. 
case against Avery. I 
While it would 
seem suspicious I 
that Avery was I 
convicted for 
Ia new crime so 
soon after being I of conviction 
released from 
I based on falseprison, it certainly 
isn't impossible. I eyewitness 
Notably 1 testimony.accused of 
corruption L------
lost its charm. The saying 
is to nor let a character's 
actions hinder your 
view of the actor and 
vice versa, but that is 
easier said than done, 
especially when you 
consider how Cosby and 
his TV show persona are 
so similar. 
It's a tough pill 
to swallow, especially 
for black viewers who 
have looked up to 
him for decades. The 
Huxtables represented 
the quintessential home, 
and even if you were 
lucky enough to have 
a good family like I 
was, you still looked to 
them to see how they 
dealt with problems or 
aspired to have a family 
like them. It's also hard 
co discuss when there 
are actual people who 
want to defend Cosby 
due to his prominence 
in the community. With 
the absurd amount of 
allegations it's almost 
as if chat family had 
a secret, with the 
perfection as just a 
cover-up of a horrible 
past that continued 
until today. 
"The Cosby Show" 
was and will always be a 
staple for black TV, and 
TV in general. It's one of 
my favorite shows and 
may remain that way 
for a while. "The Cosby 
Show" proved that TV 
could show black people 
in the same light as 
Bill Cosby was indicted on two counts of sexual assault Dec. 30. 2015 
ocher races. Bill Cosby 
has long supported this 
equality and has always 
been an advocate of 
"respectability politics." 
Regardless, with 
the recent claims and 
charges against Cosby, 
I have come to two 
conclusions. One, 
respect doesn't come 
with appearances or 
titles. Bill Cosby and 
Dr. Heachcliff Huxtable 
aren't the same person, 
but they shared rhe 
same notoriety. Bue 
ultimately, Huxtable 
became America's dad 
while Cosby became 
an assaulter. We've 
seen many cases where 
"respectability politics" 
don't always work, 
and to rank ourselves 
based on status and 
style is ridiculous. Two, 
America needs more 
black involvement in 
TV. While Cosby will 
always remain one of 
the highlights of black 
entertainment, we 
simply can't have him 
as the be-all and end-all. 
We're slowly coming to 
new heights with Kerry 
Washington, Viola Davis 
the judicial the crime scene, yet they 
did so anyway. 
- - - - - , Only after 
police entered 
the scene 
did they find1;2 :evidence 
of exonorees1 against Avery. Again, I
liave been1 think the 
financially1 importance of 
reevaluating 
I an outside 
perspective 
I becomes 
Their co:mibined 
times ser~ed 
equal 4,013 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
even more 
necessary. 
If state law 
enforcement 
is correct in 
finding solid 
evidence 
_______ ..y ars in prison. 1 against Avery, they- - should haveInformation courtesy of theinnocenceproject.org 
and Shonda Rhimes, but 
we should be given the 
opportunity to reach 
even higher. 
To "The Cosby 
Show" viewers and 
lovers, I'd say don't feel 
guilty, even though I still 
struggle with that myself. 
As for Cosby, I say thank 
you for what he's done 
in the entertainment 
industry and for the 
black community, 
but I also say chat he 
doesn't represent me, 
and he should serve 
time in a prison for his 
criminal actions. 
no problem invmng 
additional forces to 
investigate. 
Therefore, while I 
do believe that Steven 
Avery may in fact be 
guilty of Halbach's 
murder, I think that 
at this point in the 
investigation it would 
be wise to challenge the 
case in an unbiased jury. 
A jury chat is neither 
swayed by the drama of 
Netflix nor tainted by 
the corruption that may 
be running throughout 
the judicial system is of 
utmost importance. I 
strongly believe that the 
case should be taken on 
to appellate courts and 
then tried in an area 
far from Wisconsin. 
However, I do not 
think that it is fair to 
assume that the entire 
judicial system is at 
fault for the rulings. It 
is important to not be 
caught up in the drama 
of a docu- series and to 
be sure to research the 
facts. If the facts line 
up and Avery is guilty, 
then it would be highly 
irresponsible to let him 
go simply because the 
public is being 
fueled by hate over 
wrongdoings that took 
place in the past. 
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Cody Smoldt // Contributor 
Welcome to the first edition ofThe Tiger's top albums of 2015! Last year was absolutely fantastic for music, as the first 
half of our list featuring the likes of Mac Miller and Lin-Manuel Miranda clearly shows. Be sure to check back in later this 
week for part two! 
20. JEREMIH "LATE Eminem. It's just what the these guys are ready to do 15. BEACH SLANG - "THE the charts with the bleak, the "ten-dollar founding 
doctor ordered. it. We all get stuck in a hole lonely "DS2." It's too late for father without a father,"NIGHTS: THE ALBUM" THINGS WE DO TO FIND 
The Chicago singer- sometimes. "Harmlessness" PEOPLE WHO FEEL LIKE US" redemption, so instead we're Alexander Hamilton should18. JASON ISBELL will help you dig your way out. dragged down into his cruel, be a difficult task to pull offsongwriter has come a long Beach Slang's debut full 
way since "Birthday Sex," "SOMETHING MORE THAN Maybe we shouldn't even call length debut is a rock record purple-hazed world. Maybe but Lin-Manuel Miranda 
and the spacious haze of FREE" it a revival. "Harmlessness" is about being young and alive. we really did make a monster. does it without a hitch. 
The former Drive-By a revelation. The Broadway show is"Late Nights" is the perfect There's even a song called 
Truckers frontman sings 13. MAC MILLER - "GO:OD basically sold out forever.soundtrack for your next "Young & Alive" just in case 
songs about speed trap rowns AM" This soundtrack is the nextnight out ... or in. If your you didn't catch it the first16. TY DOLLA SIGN - "FREEand Sunday mornings. Isbell's I still can't believe this is best thing. girlfriend is cool she might dozen times. I don't say thatTC"sharp song writing has earned the same guy that droppedeven let you play "Oui" at the to make fun. "The Things 
wedding. him acclaim across genres and 
"Free TC" is named for 
We Do to Find People Who "Blue Slide Park." Miller's 11. PUSHA T - "KING PUSH -
TJ,'s incarcerated brother Big first album since the excellent DARKEST BEFORE DAWN: THE"Something More Than Free" Feel Like Us" is a triumph inTC and the moment you hear "Watching Movies With the PRELUDE"the same vein as Japandroids'19. DR. DRE - "COMPTON" topped both country and rock his voice crackle through the Sound Off" is a varied and This was supposed to just"Celebration Rock." Inspired by the similarly charts. The Boss has got ro be prison phone on "Miracle/ self-aware look into his life. be a teaser for 2016's "King 
named N.W.A. biopic, proud. Wherever" is a powerful one. "Weekend" with Miguel was Push," but the new president
"Compton" rose from the During the song's second 14. FUTURE - "DIRTY SPRITE one of my favorite songs of of GOOD Music and self­
ashes of the cancelled "Detox" 17. THE WORLD IS A half Ty's · dazzling falsetto 2" the year. proclaimed "Jack Frost of 
as a love lettef to three BEAUTIFUL PLACE &I AM NO soars over a choir of strings. After his extremely selling that blast off" delivered LONGER AFRAID TO DIE -decades of west coast hip­ The orchestra apparently public breakup with Ciara 12. LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA - a worthy album just before 
hop that features everyone "HARMLESSNESS" cost Ty over $50,000 of his "HAMILTON: AN AMERICANand a ridiculous run of the year came to a close. A 
from Snoop Dogg and Ice Someone has to carry the own money. It was worth MUSICAL"mixtapes starting with 2014's prelude has no business being
Cube to Kendrick Lamar and torch for this emo revival and every penny. "Monster," Future topped A hip-hop musical about this good. 
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CROSSWORD 
Across 46- Supervise; 
I-Very, to Verdi; 48- Skirt stitching; 
6-1968 U.S.Open champ; 49- Exxon, formerly; 
JO- "Return of the Jedi" 50- _ time (never); 
critter; 53- Not local; 
14- Getto know; 59- Press; 
15- Hwys.; 60- Harper's Bazaar 
16- E or G, e.g.; illustrator; 
17- Between Venus and 61-Ancient Greek colony; 
Mars; 62- Norable exploit, legal 
18- Young male horse; document; 
19- Stumble; 63- Surgery reminder; 
20- Homebody; 64- _ we all?; 
22- Technical sch.; 65- "The Clan of the Cave 
23- Travel on water; Bear" heroine; 
24- Where lt.'s at; 66- Flat sound; 
26-Alternative to pj's; 67- Bird homes; 
30- Loss of memory; 
34- Make_ of (write . Down 
down); I-Pub orders; 
35- Black and white 2- Show to a table; 
treat; 3- Franklin D.'s mother; 
36- United; 4- Pretentious; 
37- Asset; 5- Rashly; 
38- Gave a hoot; 6- Jughead's pal; 
40- Chemical used on · 7- Pub perch; 
trce.s; 8- Steering wheel; 
41- Hosp. readout; 9- Highly regarded; 
42- "Consarnit!"; IO-Whole;SUDQKU Skill Level : ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ 
43-Rice_; 11- Threadbare; 
44- Aseptic; 12- Elevator man; 
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Lin-Manuel Miranda's "Hamilton" has taken the theater world by storm. Ty Dolla Sign introduces a new spin to the rap genre with his album. 
~ 
13- Retained; 
21- Mai_; 
25- Numero _; 
26- Scruff,; 
27- Small bay; 
28- Overcharge; 
29- Elevs.; 
30- 100 square meters; 
31- Flies alone; 
32- Senseless; 
33- Hawk's home; 
35-Assn.; 
38- Composure; 
39- "Wheel of Fortune" 
buy; 
40- Sheet music abbr.; 
42- Conk out; 
43- Eternal; 
45- Girl in a Beach Boys 
song; 
46- Willows; 
47- Brandy letters; 
49- Kett and James; 
50- Verdi heroine; 
51- Deuce beater; 
52- Chrism,as carol; 
54- Circle segments; 
55-Hadon; 
56- Supermodel Sastre; 
57- Force; 
58- Chow; 
N O .l S 
" 'v' N ~ 'v'.. 
M O 8 
" 'v' .l 3 
" 7 0 M 
' ' 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19I 
•II 
______________, 
,,. , :•()•PISCES
~ • -Feb. 20 - March 20 
~ARIESn March 21 -April 20 
~8TAURUS 
,.? April 21 - May 20 
r~~,,,~.~r GEMINI
'J}~\ May 21 - June 21 
,.. LEO11J. 1,\... July 23 - Aug. 23 
+-11 VIRCOJ)!t Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
tz'itLmRA -7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
SACITrARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
~)...-CAPRICORN
o!"e Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
14-1 is still pretty amazing. 
Our rerun is incredible and next year, 
we'll be better. 
Another season. another chance 
for Deshaun to win a Heisman. 
Deshaun's also set the record for 
throwing for 4,000 yards and rushing 
for 1,000 in a single season! 
We did so well that we went to the 
National Championship. 
Still did much better than SCar's 
season. 
You probably have at least one 
class cancelled for the game. 
No one could stop the Wayne Train. 
Perk up kid, there's still nexr year. 
We were in it until the very last 
seconds. 
No one can say we're not #Allin 
We're still Oemson Tigers! 
Horoscopes by James Kidd, Timeout Editor 
' 
I 
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Tyler Waldrep 
Sports Editor, Th, Crimson White BEHINDFMEMYB INES 
Interview by Matthew Bridges //Asst. Sports Editor 
For the National Championship game, The Tiger went behind enemy bylines to talk 
to the sports editor, Tyler Waldrep, ofAlabama's student newspaper, The Crimson White, 
to get an opponent's view on the game. 
he doesn't mind playing with runs on Alabama due to their either this season or in the I do expect his teammates to 
a running back of Derrick inability to beat Alabama in last few years whe~ Oemson try to prove to everyone that 
Henry's caliber. Henry's other ways. I will also be the seemed to stop playing for an Deshaun is the best player in 
presence on the field definitely first to admit -that Alabama's ACC tide and start playing the nation. Finally, Clemson 
took some of the pressure off defense has begun to adapt. In for national championships? has tended to take what they 
Matthew Bridges of Coker earlier in the season, the past the defenders might are given offensively. So, if 
Asst. Sports Editor and I think it helped Coker have weighed a little more and Alabama is selling out to stopTS: I believe the National 
ease into the role a little. I'm rotated guys in and out of the Deshaun on the ground,
Championship v1s10n has 
sure he enjoyed being able game less often. I think these think he can use his arm just
come to surface this year.
to air it out a little more are the most likely reasons as effectively.
them sustaining this success For the past three yearsTIGER SPORTS ITTSJ: in Alabama's victory over Alabama's defense found itself 
for years to come? or so, Florida State hasAlabama fans are probably Michigan State. I think he struggling in this area. 
constantly stood in our way 1W: What other otfuism:
used to Nick Saban's cool and is confident he can deliver a 
of an ACC title, and thus players will need to step up
collected demeanor during TW: I'm impressed with similar performance against TS: Reisman winner and a National Championship. if Clemson is going to move
interviews and games. How Clemson, but I also thinkthe consistency Clemson's Alabama running back So, as Clemson beat Notre the ball on Alal,ama?
do you think Alabama fans Coker will be fine handing the program has experienced Derrick Henry would Dame and then Florida State
view Dabo Swinney when ball off to Henry if the coaches lately, and I think the program certainly be a high draft pick earlier this season, I think
they see his post-game decide that's the way to go. TS: If Alabama tries to stopwill continue to be one of if he decides to enter the the National Championship
dances and charisma during Clemson's run game, which Ithe top three programs in 20I 6 NFL draft. What do dream started to become more
interviews? the ACC for the foreseeable TS: One of Alabama's very think will be their game plan, you think he will decide, and of a reality. However, as Coach 
then Clemson's wide receiversfuture. Due to the relative few weaknesses tends to do you think the outcome of Swinney has said multiple 
will need to step up and make weakness of the ACC however, TYLER WALDREP ITWJ: be mobile quarterbacks the National Championship times, we have been building big plays. Charone Peake,I think Swinney will be find it First of all, I would point out (ex. Chad Kelly). Why do game will influence his towards this moment for a Artavis Scott, and Hunterdifficult to keep his team in the that Nick Saban is not always you think their defense has decision at all? long time. Renfrow will be key players.hunt for the playoff. Alabama shy about expressing himself typically been vulnerable in Also, I expect running backlost a game this year, but Ito the media and to his players this aspect of the game? TW: I think Henry will TW: Obviously Deshaun Wayne Gallman to come outdon't think Clemson will have during games, but I get your 
probably take advantage of the Watson has been huge for of the backfield and take somethat luxury going forward, butpoint. I think most Alabama 
beating Alabama next week TW: I think Alabama's opportunity he has been given Clemson this season. Do you passes every now and then. fans like the way Dabo 
could change all of that. vulnerability to mobile and make the jump to the expect his third place finish Swinney handles himself. It's 
quarterbacks has been largely next level this year. However, for the Reisman to motivate 
not the same way Saban does 1W: What defensive players
exaggerated. Yes, Alabama Henry is a team-first player Watson and the team? 
it, but it is entertaining. Lately, TS: Deshaun Watson has will need to have big games struggled with dual threat and I expect the decision will Additionally, how much do 
the idea that Swinney could been an irreplaceable if aemson is going to stopquarterbacks in the past, but I not be one he makes lightly. you think Clemson will rely
find himself coaching here playmaker for the Tigers this Alabama's offense? think every defense struggles to I give Henry a 90 percent on his legs to beat Alal,ama, 
at his old school has floated season, whereas Alabama's contain these athletic players. chance of leaving the school and what kind of game do 
around various media outlets quarterback, Jake Coker, Several mobile quarterbacks after this year, but I could you expect him to have? TS: I think Mackensie 
and plenty of fans would has taken a more facilitative like Cam Newton and Russell see a loss to Clemson giving Alexander, Clemson's star 
welcome him with open arms, role. How do you think he Wilson have had success Henry a reason to return next cornerback, will need to shut 
once Saban decides to step has embraced his role while TS: From watching Watson's carrying the ball in NFL season. Should Alabama win down Calvin Ridley. Shaq
down, should it play out that the spodight has been on games and interviews the pastbecause modern defenses Henry will have given the Lawson, Clemson's talented 
way. two years, I can say that he isDerrick Henry throughout don't always account for the school an SEC tide, a National defensive end, could have a100 percent a team-first player.the season? quarterback as a ball carrier. Championship and a Heisman big impact if he is healthyI think he will play with a chip ,TS: Alabama has obviously As you pointed out Alabama's Trophy. It's hard to imagine (he sprained his M CL in the on his shoulder more because 
had astrongfootball program TW: I won't pretend to be defense typically has few even Henry could top that Orange Bowl). Finally, I think this is a big-stage game against 
for a long time. What do you "weaknesses" so I believe that performance. linebackers BJ Goodson andclose with Jake Coker, but I a great football program, not 
think of ,Clemson's recent opponents are probably more Ben Boulware will have to play think the quarterback would because he finished third in 
success, and do you foresee likely to attempt quarterback huge roles in stopping Derrick be the first one to tell you that TW: Is there a turning point the Heisman race. However, Henry. 
EVERY TIGER HAS ITS DAY 
The underdog story 
Cole Little 
Contributor 
"Even Flipper the 
dolphin picked against 
us." That is what Clemson 
Tigers safety Jayron Kearse 
incredulously exclaimed 
following Clemson's Orange 
Bowl victory over the 
Oklahoma Sooners. Like 
many sports analysts and 
college football fans, Flipper 
the Dolphin, who "picks" the 
Orange Bowl winner every 
year by jumping and touching 
a ball with a participating 
team's logo on it, chose 
the Sooners to outmatch 
the Tigers. 
Clemson, the top-ranked 
team in the nation, was 
an underdog in that game 
and is now the underdog 
heading into the National 
Championship against the 
Alabama Crimson Tide. While 
one might naturally think that 
this type of disrespect would 
deter a team, the Tigers have 
embraced their underdog 
status and used it as fuel for 
their fire. 
It begins with the 
head coach. 
Dabo Swinney has been 
an underdog his entire life 
but has always overcome 
the odds. Swinney and his 
, 
family endured several fiscal 
hardships when he was growing 
up, but Swinney walked on 
at Alabama and eventually 
earned a scholarship, creating 
the foundation for a highly 
successful coaching career 
to follow. 
His coaching career 
was interrupted due to 
a cleaning house of the 
· Alabama football staff, forcing 
Swinney to dabble in real 
estate. Ultimately, he defied 
expectations again by earning 
a job on the Clemson coaching 
staff a year later. As a wide 
receivers coach, Swinney was 
a longshot to receive the head 
coaching job at Clemson in 
2008, but Swinney surprised 
everyone once more and got 
the job. 
Countless Clemson 
players have overcome 
adversity to get where they 
are, as well. Really, it is only 
appropriate that Clemson has 
been undervalued all season 
because the team is built on 
underdog success stories. 
In the National 
Championship game itself, 
it only makes sense that 
the Tigers are underdogs, 
as they are facing the 
proverbial Goliath of college 
football. The Crimson Tide 
is consistently the most 
hyped team in football. 
The immense past success 
achieved under Bear Bryant 
and Gene Stallings has been 
continued by the highest paid 
coach in college football, Nick 
Saban. Alabama consistently 
lands a multitude of five-star 
recruits, has camera crews 
covering practices and receives 
questionably high rankings in 
the early season polls. Clemson 
is not necessarily the David 
of this metaphor, but they 
are seven-point underdogs, 
which, considering they are 
the only team to finish the 
regular season undefeated, 
reveals that many across the 
country, or at least in Las 
Vegas, find them to indeed be 
the David of this game. 
Clemson has been 
underestimated throughout 
the entire season. Commonly 
picked to come up short to 
the Florida State Seminoles 
in the Atlantic Division 
heading into the season due 
to a massive loss of talent to 
the NFL Draft, the Tigers had 
to prove doubters wrong from 
the onset. 
Rest assured, the Tigers 
will be the underdogs in every 
sense of the term when kickoff 
arrives in Glendale, but just 
know that is exactly how they 
like it. 
RECRUITING ON THE ROAD 
Zachary Clark 
Contributor 
Two teams, one trophy, 
one game - only one team 
will leave as the 2015-2016 
National Champion. Both 
Alabama and Clemson have 
had outstanding seasons this 
year, and both teams have 
seen their success on the 
field translate in recruiting in 
recent years. 
For every school in college 
sports, recruiting is a major 
part of a team's success. In 
recent years, Alabama has been 
known to consistantly have one 
of the top recruiting classes 
in college football. With the 
talent coming into Tuscaloosa 
every season, you often hear 
the term "reload" when you 
think of recruiting, while with 
other schools you hear the term 
"rebuild." Last season, Clemson 
had the No. 4 recruiting class 
in the nation while Alabama 
had the top class. This season, 
Clemson has a total of 15 
commitments from players 
from across the country, 
ranging from South Carolina to 
Kansas to Texas. Alabama has a 
total of 17 commitments from 
players from California, Texas 
and Connecticut. 
With the National 
Championship game occuring 
NOTABLE CLEMSON COMMITS 
DEXTER LAWRENCE CNO. 31 
Position: Defensive Tackle 
Hometown: Wake Forest, North Carolina 
TAVIEN FEASTER CNO. 141 
Position: All Purpose Back 
Hometown: Spartanburg, South Carolina 
RAHSHAUN SMITH CNO. 741 
Position: Linebacker 
Hometown: Bradenton, Rorida 
in the state of Arizona, both 
schools will get a chance 
to impress recruits on the 
West Coast. 
Although one team 
will leave as the National 
Champion, the other could 
have bragging rights in the 
recruiting battle. With some 
high-level recruits still on the 
board, there are a few players 
in the class of 2016 that both 
teams are interested in. Players 
like Rashan Gary (No. 1 DT), 
Mack Wilson (No. 1 OLB), 
Derrick Brown (No. 6 OT) and 
Trayvon Mullen (No. 2 CB), 
who all hold offers from both 
schools, are sure to be tuned in. 
One thing to note about 
both teams' recruiting classes 
this season is that Alabama 
currentlyhas no five-star recruits 
committed, while Clemson has 
five-star and No. 4 OT Dexter 
Lawrence already committed. 
From Clemson's current team, 
the offense will lose just two 
seniors off of the offensive line, 
and will bring back a Heisman 
finalist quarterback in Deshaun 
Watson and a plethora of skill 
players on the outside and in 
the backfield. 
On the defensive side of 
the ball, Clemson will have to 
replace a few players including 
DE Shaq Lawson and possibly 
safety Jayron Kearse. Clemson 
already has a lot of young 
talent on the defensive line 
with players like OT Christian 
Wilkins, DE Austin Bryant 
and DE Sterling Johnson, so 
you won't see many of the 
top recruits in this year's class 
at those positions coming 
to Clemson. 
Alabama will have to 
reload on the offensive side of 
the ball at some key positions. 
Heisman winner Derrick 
Henry will likely be heading 
to the NFL Draft, and seniors 
QB Jake Coker, center Ryan 
Kelly, RT Dominick Jackson, 
WR Richard Mullaney and 
FB Michael Nysewander are 
graduating. On the defensive 
side of the ball, Alabama will 
look to replace a unit that is 
very experienced - 10 of the 
11 players are upperclassmen. 
This year's recruiting class for 
Alabama is focused on the 
offensive and defensive lines. 
Look for Alabama to try to pick 
up a top linebacker, cornerback 
and/or safety in this year's class. 
Although only one team 
can win on Monday night and 
teams won'r be in action until 
next fall, coaches will still be 
working hard to land some of 
the nation's top high school 
players in hopes of landing 
someone who is beneficial to 
the program. 
2015: ASEASON FOR THE BOOKS 
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